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Brush Lettering for Beginners with The Fine Letter Co.

Thank you for coming to my workshop!
Brush lettering is a commercial and popular style of
lettering seen everywhere from packaging to greetings cards to signage. It's versatile and easy to learn.
All you need is a brush and ink or a brush pen!
Pens
In my workshop we used a Pentel Colour Brush. It has synthetic hairs which make it
a very flexible pen closely resembling traditional chinese and japanese brushes. With
new pens, simply unscrew the barrel and remove the red band before replacing the
barrel. This pierces the cartridge ready for use. Squeeze gently on the barrel to get the
ink flowing through the chamber to the tip. When all the hairs of the tip are covered
with ink you're ready to go. Be careful not to squeeze too hard! When the ink starts
running dry simple squeeze the barrel until you see ink fill the chamber.

tip

chamber

barrel

Pentel Colour Brushes come in many colours. They have replaceable ink barrels
which are available for a couple of pounds from one of the suppliers listed at the back
of these notes.
Caring for your brush pen
You do not need to wash out the ink from the hairs of the Pentel Colour Brush after
you use it, but you will need to replace the cap to stop it from drying out. Be careful
not to bend back the hairs when replacing the cap.
When you finish using your brush, ensure that the brush is to a sharp point. Pull and
twist the brush on a scrap piece of paper if any hairs are out of place. (This goes for
real brushes too!)
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Here are some more of my favourite pens and brushes you might like to try:• Tombow Dual Brush Pen

• Copic Multiliner Brush Pen

• Tombow Fudenosuke

• Pentel Fude Touch

• Pentel Aquash Water Brush

• Crayola Super Tips

• Ecoline Brush Pen

• ProArte Series 202 (No.4) Brush

Paper
You can write on virtually any kind of paper with a brush pen, but bear in mind that
your strokes will be affected depending on how rough or smooth your paper is. If you
want very clean, unbroken strokes, use a smooth paper such as laser copy paper or
layout paper. If you want a slightly more textured, broken look use a rougher paper
such as watercolour paper. In class we used a simple printer paper (75gsm), which is
ideal for practice.
Smooth or rough strokes?
Brush lettering is great for making expressive marks. Many factors will
affect the marks you make on the paper. The type of paper as discussed
above is one factor. You can also experiment by trying to write slowly
and then quickly to see how this affects the appearance of your strokes.

The image on the left was executed with a rounded brush (such as the ProArte 202)
using watercolour. The strokes are solid, but irregular. The image on the right was
executed with the Pentel Colour Brush pen. The strokes were fast and the ink almost
dry giving a rough, textured look. Have fun experimenting with different tools,
speeds and papers.
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Holding and positioning the pen
Remember to adjust the position of your hand as you write. When making bold
downstrokes, place your hand lower to the paper [a]. When making lighter upstrokes,
you may want to push up on your fingers slightly to obtain a more vertical hold [b]. With
practice this will become second nature and you may find that you do not need to adjust
your hand at all between strokes.
[a]

[b]

Keep in mind the angle of the brush in relation to the stroke you are making. The brush
should be perpendicular to the stroke angle. Please refer back to your worksheets and look
for the small brush symbol to help you.
Practice
Your lettering will only improve with practice. Try and set aside a little time everyday and
practice similar letterforms and strokes over and over until you have developed your muscle
memory.
Keep your early attempts and compare them to your latest work a few weeks or months
down the line. You will really notice a difference!
Famous Brush Lettered Logos
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F U RT H E R R E A D I N G

ONLINE RESOURCES

The ABC of Custom Lettering:

www.calligrafile.com

A Guide to Drawing Letters

The largest online library of trusted

Ivan Castro

resources for the studio and business
of calligraphers, hand-lettering

Brush Lettering: An Instructional

artists, type enthusiasts and creative

Manual in Western Brush Calligraphy

freelancers.

Marilyn Reaves & Eliza Schulte
Scripts: Elegant Lettering From
Design’s Golden Age

I N S P I R AT I O N

Stephen Heller & Louise Fili

Some of my favourite brush letterers are:Ivan Castro - ivancastro.es
Kal Barteski - kalbarteski.com

SUPPLIERS

Ylva Skarp - ylvaskarp.se/en

www.penmandirect.co.uk

Luca Barcellona - lucabarcellona.com

www.bureaudirect.co.uk

Tobias David Albert - tobiasdalbert.de

www.amazon.co.uk

Allan Daarstrup - oldtooltypes.com

www.tigerpens.co.uk

My Pinterest board

www.cultpens.com

pinterest.com/fineletterco/calligraphy/
brush-calligraphy
Instagram.com - search hashtags
#brushlettering

Thank you again for taking my workshop. Don't forget to post your
progress on social media and if you have any questions please email
Leanda at hello@fineletterco.com.
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